Performance Verification Report
Verification of inventers claims related to efficiency and performance of
a Galvanic Enhanced Electrolyser (G.E.E.) method of generation energy.
16 August, 2019
Refer to the full report in electronic form located at www.h2innovationlab.com
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Claims Herein Confirmed:
ü More output energy (hydrogen gas) than input energy (electricity).
üCell internal galvanic energy performs most the work of splitting water
into hydrogen and oxygen and that the input power is a catalyst.
üThe cells chemistry consumes the Oxygen atom leaving pure hydrogen
as the only gas generated from the cells output port.
üThe system is self-sustaining.
üThe system output can be ramped up and down rapidly to accommodate
fluctuating power demands.

Method of Test:
• A power supply with direct interface to computer is used to provide power to the Galvanic Enhanced Electrolyser (G.E.E).
• Output hydrogen from the G.E.E. is directed through a cooler, bubbler and moisture filter then into a PEM fuel cell stack.
• The fuel cell converts the hydrogen back into electricity enabling the efficiency of the G.E.E. hydrogen generator to be calculated real time.
• A program-able electronic load is used to simulate a specific load onto the output of the fuel cell. This enables the output power (Watts) to be
compared to the G.E.E. input power (Watts) with accuracy. The input and output power levels are altered at points throughout the test to diagnose the
G.E.E performance at various levels on input power.
• The fuel cell is 40% efficient. therefore to realize the true efficiency of the G.E.E. a calculation of (O/P watts divided by 0.4) is inserted into the
spreadsheet. The fuel cell wastes hydrogen during it's water bleed cycle and frequent short circuit (SCU) process which enables the fuel cell to retain
the 40% efficiency. The frequency of both these systems are reduced which, according to the fuel cell manufacturer, reduces the fuel cell efficiency.
However this enables a more stable gas back pressure resulting in more accurate and stable monitoring. To simplify the test process, statistics are based
on the standard 40% rather than a noticeable lower efficiency.
• To confirm the input power and output power, multimeters with direct computer interface are connected to the input (Volts/Amps) and output
(Volts/Amps).
• All data lodgings are direct, true values not requiring human re-calculations. Screen shots and CCTV recordings support the data lodging.
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True efficiency of G.E.E. with fuel cell 40% inefficiency factored into calculation. Test Date: 26 July, 2019
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Input v.s. Output Power with fuel cell 40% inefficiency factored into calculation. Test Date: 26 July, 2019

Output
Input
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CCTV clips of I/P power (red) and O/P Power (green) for selected points. See CCTV footage viewed on digital report. Test Date: 26 July, 2019
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True efficiency of G.E.E. with fuel cell 40% inefficiency factored into calculation. Test Date: 30 July, 2019
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Input v.s. Output Power with fuel cell 40% inefficiency factored into calculation. Test Date: 30 July, 2019
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True efficiency of G.E.E. with fuel cell 40% inefficiency factored into calculation. Test Date: 13 August, 2019
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Input v.s. output power with fuel cell 40% inefficiency factored into calculation. Test Date: 13 August, 2019
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External volts to the G.E.E. Cell v.s. O/P volts from the Fuel Cell. Test Date: 13 August, 2019

The spikes in the output
voltage are caused by the
fuel cell (SCU) system.
The manufacturers
controller (SCU) applies
a short circuit to the
output of the fuel cell in
order to retain it's
performance. This system
wastes a significant
amount of hydrogen but
is a manufacturers
requirement for fuel cell
maintenance. (See
Horizon fuel cell user
manual)
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Comments:
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The Horizon fuel cell used to perform the test is 40% efficient therefore to realize the performance of the Galvanic Enhanced Electrolyser a calculation of (fuel cell output divided by 0.4) is
required. The fuel cell output is displayed on the electronic loader (green display). Commercial PEM fuel cell efficiency ranges from 30% to 60% efficiency and no fuel cell can come close
to 100%.
ü More output energy (hydrogen gas) than input energy (electricity).
This fact is clearly evident in all digital reports. In all cases the efficiency does not drop below 100%. The CCTV footage scans around the equipment and connections. Test meters are used
to prove connections. The spreadsheets, which can not be random number generated, also give solid evidence of this. See the digital format of the report for this information. It's clear that
the electricity is coming from the fuel cell which will not produce power without fuel (in this case hydrogen). It is also clear that the hydrogen is coming from the G.E.E. and not hidden
tanks of gas. (Refer to the area scan in the CCTV footage) The CCTV footage also shows a decline in gas pressure when the input power is removed proving the source of hydrogen.
ü Cell internal galvanic energy performs most the work of splitting water into hydrogen and oxygen and that the input power is a catalyst.
Please refer to the test dated 30 July, 2019. Pg 7,8 which illustrate the increase in performance with less input power applied to the G.E.E. This increase is due to the fact that galvanic
energy within the cell is doing more work than the input power. Obviously the efficiency in all tests prove that input power is a catalyst rather than the main force splitting the water
molecules. It's also noted on Pg 8,10 an amplification effect of the input power where a small increase causes a larger increase in output power.
ü The cells chemistry consumes the Oxygen atom leaving pure hydrogen as the only gas generated from the cells output port.
A PEM type hydrogen fuel cell requires 99.99% pure hydrogen to function correctly. Oxygen in the fuel supply to the PEMFC will cause significantly rapid variation in output voltage.
Viewing the data lodging spread sheet it is clear the fuel cell output voltage is stable. On a 50 cell stack a variation of 15 volts (0.3V/cell) over a 2 second period will indicate oxygen in the
hydrogen supply.
The CCTV video footage also shows the output flow gauge which would not only show erratic movement with oxygen in the flow but also indicate a level in excess of 600ml/minute. This
is because oxygen is 14 time more dense that hydrogen.
ü The system is self-sustaining.
As long as the efficiency is greater than 300% (given the fuel cells 40% efficiency) the G.E.E. should deliver enough hydrogen for the fuel cell to generate enough electricity enabling the
G.E.E. input to be plugged directly into and powered from the fuel cell.
Please refer to the test dated 13 August, 2019 which demonstrates the ability to be self-sustaining at three different occasions. The G.E.E. input is connected to the fuel cell output through a
step down converter with a power loss of 10% in addition to the 60% fuel cell power loss. With these limitations the ability to achieve self-sustaining with this small scale G.E.E. was still
achieved. 1/ A 130 minute period wherein the electronic load also drew power from the system or in other words the system generated electricity for external use and consuming water as
the fuel. This stage of the test was stoped manually but could have continued. 2/ A 5 minute period where the system was self-sustaining and powering 4 of 10Watt flood lights totalling 40
Watts. This continued for a period of 5 minutes before the decreasing in cell pressure dropping below the required fuel cell pressure. 3/ A short burst before the end of the allotted test period.
The data lodging (Pg 12) confirms the removal of external input power while the output power (Volts) continues to be generated under load.
ü The system power and output can be ramped up and down rapidly to accommodate fluctuating power demands.
The ability of the G.E.E. to be ramped up is clearly demonstrated in each 'Input Power v.s. Out Power' graph. The rate of increase is graphed with a two fold (x2) output increase over a
maximum 10 minutes period. This is more responsive to power demands than most fossil fuel power stations.

Scaleability of the G.E.E.

The G.E.E. seams to be fully scaleable with power delivery based on size but requires a smaller footprint than most fossil fuel and renewable
energy methods of generating energy. The G.E.E. generates hydrogen but when used in conjunction with hydrogen fuel cell stacks, electricity
can be generated (with a performance loss based on the efficiency of the fuel cell stack).
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